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Abstract

In the last few years we have been prototyping a multiperson virtual environment
using low-cost workstations interconnected with relatively high-speed networks. This
domain makes use of interactive and on-demand continuous media in addition to a
number of other tasks that fall on a spectrum between hard real-time and best-e ort
response. A brute force implementation of applications in this type of domain demands
excessive system resources, even though the actual requirements by di erent parts of
the application vary according to the way the virtual environment is being used at the
moment. A more sophisticated approach would be to provide both the user and the
applications with the ability to dynamically adjust resource requirements according to
their current needs and the availability of system resources. This position paper summarizes the nature of the support required from the operating system, then describes
our approaches to resource management based on these requirements.
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1 The Application Domain
To support collaboration among human users, computers need to provide an e ective set
of domain-speci c tools embedded in a free-form communication environment [18]. The
virtual planning room (VPR) [19] is a multiperson virtual environment (VE) supporting
free-form communication in a manner similar to electronic meeting rooms [7, 23] and other
virtual environments [1, 3, 5]. It di ers from most other virtual environments in that it is
designed to be extended with \domain-speci c tools." For example, in [17] we describe how
a formal work ow/process modeling system can be embedded in the VPR to focus on group
coordination. We are also currently building agent-based software to extend the VPR so
that a group can navigate and control a blimp with its own onboard computer, navigation
equipment, and videocamera (\FLOATERS") [21].

1.1 The Virtual Planning Room

A VPR world is de ned by a collection of objects, with visual representations and behaviors of
varying complexity. Domain-speci c tools are added to the VPR by incorporating additional
objects having \complex" behavior. The fundamental role of the VPR is to to provide realtime audio and video support across the network, to render objects on each user's screen,
and to provide an environment in which to add domain-speci c extensions.
The VPR is a client-server system where each person uses a client workstation to implement the human-computer interface. Hence, the client must render each visible artifact
from a (VRML) representation in the corresponding object, and cause behaviors (such as
modi cations to objects) to be re ected in all other appropriate clients.1
For our prototype, we have used widely-available system software and interfaces: CORBA
for the object interface, UNIX for the system call interface, and various network interfaces
to support streams. This has allowed us to explore the VPR design, implementation, and
functionality, even though the performance of the prototypes is severely limited by the
hardware resources. Despite the number of papers focusing on VE/VR functionality, design,
and user interfaces, (e.g., see [2, 11, 12]) there is surprisingly little on the e ect the operating
system has on the VE's performance. Now that we have a rudimentary VPR, our goal is
to explore system software design and organization are well-suited for this rapidly-evovling
application domain.

1.2 Issues

In developing the VPR, we have encountered a number of barriers to providing ecient
application of the hardware to the VPR and its applications. For each item, current OSs fail
to adequately deliver the support we need.
This design implies the existence of a facility for distributed objects, described in [19], but not considered
further in this position paper.
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High-performance graphic rendering of diverse types of artifacts. A client machine

is normally expected to render 30 frames/second, independent of the nature of the VRML
descriptions and of other load on the machine. If the processing load is too large, frames will
be lost. If the VPR knows frames will be dropped, it could simplify some of the images; i.e.,
the VPR should be able to tradeo the quality of the rendering of some objects to preserve
the frame rate, or to decide to drop the frame rate and preserve a minimum quality of the
image for certain objects. The VPR needs an indication from the OS of its ability to service
the load.

Supporting continuous media. Audio and video streams ow among VPR objects.

While protocols can make assurances regarding the isochronous network transfer rate, only
a few OSs attempt to make guarantees regarding the throughput rate through the OS itself
[4, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16]. We desire VPR applications to be able to tradeo loss, jitter, and latency
in each stream with other activity in the VPR.

VPR applications. While it might be technically possible to statically tune an operating
system to provide optimized support for the appearance and behavior of each object in a
particular VPR, when extensions are added, the tradeo s change according to the requirements of these extensions as well as the VPR. A better approach would allow the VPR and
its extensions to in uence the tradeo s on resource allocation that must be made by the OS.
Resource Allocation Philosophies. The VPR and similar multimedia applications pro-

duce transient loads on the system's resources, often resulting in overload conditions. We
desire an OS that takes on certain characteristics of embedded software | the application
assumes part of the responsibility for the resource allocation strategy | yet which ts within
the general framework of a multiprogrammed OS. We recognize that the brute force approach
is for each component of the VPR to acquire (and perhaps even use) the maximum amount
of resources it will ever need at all times. However, this approach leads to excessive hardware
requirements that can only be met through over-allocation. Instead, we advocate a programming environment in which sophisticated applications dynamically adjust their requirements
according to the availability of resources and the activity directed by the user. If a part of
the VPR is dormant, then we do not want to expend much resource on supporting it; if it is
active, we want to direct as much resource to the component as necessary.
We base our approach on quality of service (QoS) contracts between application components and the OS. A contract can change according to changes in the overall system load
| the QoS is dynamic. When the situation changes, the application repertoire and the OS
jointly choose a new QoS contract through negotiation. We desire resource allocation policies
based on a dynamically negotiated QoS.
Others have also recognized that this kind of shift in the application-OS interface could
substantially improve overall system performance for \single-application, multiprogrammed"
domains such as the VPR e.g., see [20]. In the remainder of this paper, we describe some of
the approaches we are exploring for providing a dynamically negotiated QoS interface.
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2 In-Kernel Pipes
Continuous media support at the operating system level has focused on ways to provide
application code with access and control of kernel-level data, e.g, see [4, 6, 8]. While we
believe these mechanisms are necessary, they do not appear to be sucient to ensure management of the deadline-sensitive aspects of continuous media processing; real-time techniques need to replace best-e ort techniques in the mechanism. We are building a real-time,
parametrically-controlled in-kernel pipe (RT-PCIP) mechanism, used in conjunction with an
execution-performance agent (EPA) tool, to manage tasks that can naturally be implemented
in a pipeline architecture [22].
Our RT-PCIP allows pipe modules to be dynamically inserted into a device-device stream,
operating under the control of the kernel-level EPA. The EPA occasionally gets parameters
from user-space applications, then computes a set of directives for how the modules should
be processed vis-a-vis their real-time requirements.
The RT-PCIP design is most similar to Fall's in-kernel pipe design [6], the extensions
being in the real-time management of the pipe stage execution. In continuous media applications, information arrives on one device (usually the network), and must be written to
another device under relatively stringent isochronous deadlines. Often, only a small amount
of processing needs to be done to the incoming information before it can be written to the
outgoing device. One approach is to map the kernel device bu ers into the address space of
user level threads (e.g., [4, 8]) then allow the user threads to lter the data prior to writing
it to the source device. With in-kernel pipes, a set of modules is inserted into kernel space
to be executed by a corresponding set of kernel threads.
In a general-purpose OS environment, pipe module execution is controlled by a kernel
thread scheduler | typically a best-e ort scheduler. As long as the system does not become
overloaded, the pipe facility will provide satisfactory service. To address overload conditions
(a situation we commonly observe in the VPR), the EPA provides dynamically-computed
priorities to the scheduler so that it can allocate the CPU to threads with imminent deadlines.
Hard real-time system technology has been developed in domains where the OS must
guarantee that each task admitted to the system can be completed prior to a prespecied deadline. Such systems are, of necessity, conservative: Task processing estimates are
expressed in terms of the worst case execution time (WCET), admission is based on the
assumption that every task uses its maximum amount of resources, and the schedule ensures
that all admitted tasks execute by their deadline.
Continuous media applications have less stringent deadline requirements: The threads
in a continuous media pipe must usually meet deadlines, but it is acceptable to occasionally
miss one. In the our approach, when the system is overloaded | the frequency of missed
deadlines is too high | the EPA reduces the loading conditions by recon guring the pipeline,
e.g., by removing a compression lter (trading o network bandwidth for CPU bandwidth).
The EPA design is driven by experience and practicality: Rather than using WCET for
computing the schedule, we use a range of values with an associated con dence level to
specify the execution time. The additional requirement on the \application" is to provide
4

execution time estimates with a range and a con dence; this is only a slightly more complex
approach than is used in Rialto [14].
In [22] we elaborate on the RT-PCIP and EPA designs, including a more complete explanation of the EPA operation. For this position paper, we provide only the overview.
This aspect of our approach is a special case of our related work on scheduling and resource
management.

3 Soft Real Time Processing
Our need for supporting objects operating under deadlines extends beyond in-kernel pipe
support, since the VPR must support multimedia in other contexts. For example as mentioned earlier, the OS should allow the VPR/user to manipulate the VRML display list
(reducing the number or complexity of the presentation of objects) to reduce the load on the
graphic processor.
We have been in uenced by studies in which user-space software provides information
beyond priority, WCET, and deadline as part of its resource request. Jensen et al. proposed
that an application provide a value function to assist the scheduler to meet soft deadlines [13].
Mercer et al. carefully distinguish between admission and scheduling of resources with the
reserve function in RT-Mach, essentially making harder guarantees at admission time than
at scheduling time [15]. Rialto extends the RT-Mach approach by allowing the programmer
to query the OS regarding its ability to meet a deadline for each phase of work [14].
Our approach is based on soft deadlines and QoS. The goal is to allow a QoS assurance
to be negotiated between an application (object) and the OS based on the application's
need for service and the utilization level of the resource in the system.2 The assumption is
that if one or more applications begin to miss their deadlines, then the system has become
overloaded so the individual QoS levels for all applications should be adjusted.
Our multimedia applications are written with multi-level functionality where the QoS
assurance level is related to the functionality level; if the application can only be assured of
low resource availability then it should do less work. In the context of graphics, this might
mean that high CPU assurance allows the application to do high delity presentation; but
low CPU assurance forces an application to render graphics with low delity presentation,
e.g., wire frame. An application requests service by providing its deadline and desired functionality level; the QoS manager negotiates the functionality level with the application (or its
agent), arriving at a level at which the application will run. Because of the adaptive nature
of the QoS assurance, we do not require an execution time estimate, though clearly that
would simplify the dynamic behavior of the assurances. The application chooses its execution strategy as a function of the negotiated level. When any application misses a deadline,
the QoS manager reevaluates the negotiated levels (using a speci c policy). Similarly, if the
system does not result in any missed deadlines over a period of time and some applications
are executing at lower than their maximum functionality level, then the manager can nego2

Our work focuses on the CPU for now, though our intent is to extend this to other shared resources.
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tiate levels upwards (using a speci c policy). See [10] for more information about this aspect
of the project.
A more comprehensive approach is for the application to provide even more information
about its behavior, then to allow resource allocation to take advantage of this information.
In this approach, the application provides a bene t curve (similar to the Alpha kernel value
curve [13]) relating the value of a task's result with the time that the result is delivered.
If a result is delivered within a deadline, it has a maximum bene t to the application; as
time passes, the value decreases, potentially eventually causing damage. In a hard real-time
application, the bene t curve is a step function with soft and hard deadlines being the same;
normally, the application is terminated if the response time exceeds the deadline. Non realtime interactive processes can also be represented in this framework with increasing bene t
curves representing increasing urgency of a process since the time that it was last scheduled.
We are exploring an approach whereby we use each bene t curve directly as part of
the scheduling mechanism, i.e. an application provides it's own bene t curve as part of
it's negotiation for CPU service from the OS. The scheduler meets all deadlines if possible;
otherwise, the relative importance of the applications, the shape of their bene t curves, and
the details of the timing determine the order in which tasks get executed and consequently
which tasks' deadlines will not be met and by how much.
The bene t curve must be speci ed by the application at the time that a process enters
the system, but it can also change as the process runs, i.e. the curves may be changed
depending on the status of the applications.

4 Status
The VPR has been under development for about two years, with the focus being on the
functionality of the system. It can be used to demonstrate multiperson interactions in a
common virtual environment, though the performance is severely limited by the factors we
explain in this paper. We have learned a considerable amount about the demands this kind
of application makes on its underlying support system. We are now moving into a phase
where we must focus on operating system tuning and design.
Recently we began de ning our requirements for the OS, and considering how it can
be designed to meet these requirements. This work is still in the formative stages at this
point with only preliminary results, though it is now suciently advanced to report to the
community for feedback and ideas.
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